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Hi!  
My name is Anisha . I was one of the 22 people who had the golden opportunity to visit San                    
Francisco with the valuable efforts from Mr. Bruce Dorfman & ASCE. This is a collection of my                 
personal experiences on the sites we visited over a course of 4 days. I’ve tried to make it as                   
informative and interesting as possible. I’d love to get your feedback! 
 
The Bay Area 
The Bay Area is generally accepted to include the nine counties namely: Alameda, Contra              
Costa, Marin, Napa, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano, Sonoma, and San Francisco.Home to             
approximately 7.68 million people Bay Area contains many cities, towns, airports, and            
associated regional, state, and national parks, connected by a complex multimodal           
transportation network. It is mainly split into 5 regions as seen in figure below. Discovery of gold                 
in California attracted a flood of treasure seekers, many using ports in the Bay Area as an entry                  
point.  
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Challenges in Bay area for Civil Engineers 

1. The region is known for the complexity of        
its landforms, the result of millions of years of         
tectonic plate movements. Because the Bay Area       
is crossed by six major earthquake faults, the        
region is particularly exposed to hazards      
presented by large earthquakes.  

2. The presence of ‘Bay mud’ is another       
challenge. This is believed to have formed by        
natural processes like deposition from rivers and       
glacial cycles. Also some part of San Francisco is         
a reclaimed area,meaning formed by filling. Even       
now when excavations are done, shipwrecks are       
found from below the ground. 
This factor is important because these soft soils        
amplify ground shaking. Also due to poor soil        
strength, most buildings are on piles which adds to         
the complexity of projects. 

 
Day 1 : Oct.13 

Welcome to San Francisco! 
We had a very comfortable stay at Sheraton Fisherman’s Wharf which Bruce had arranged for               
us. It was a lovely place just a stone away from the famous Pier 39.  
 

 
Day 1 ( from left): At Denver Airport en route to SF, Sheraton Wisherman’s Wharf 

 
Day 1 was for everyone to mingle, go for sightseeing & to watch Michigan vs Wisconsin soccer                 
game! This is how we did it! 
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Day 1 : Some pictures of how we spent our day!  

 
 
 
 



Day 2 : Oct.14 
Alameda Naval Air Station Site Visit by Trammell Crow Residential (TCR) 

 
Introduction 
As the Director of Trammell Crow Residential (TCR), Mr. Bruce Dorfman (graduated from             
University of Michigan in 1982 and our Trip sponsor) was our host for this site.TCR is building                 
the first phase of the 68-acre Site A parcel at Alameda Point. Alameda is a piece of land                  
separated from main San Francisco city by water as seen in the map. It was a naval base which                   
closed over 20 years ago and several attempts to redevelop it failed. TCR entered into a                
public-private partnership with City Council in 2014 for this complex development project. 
 
Since the Silicon Valley came into existence in the 1990’s there has been tremendous inflow of                
people to the Bay area. This has led to a disproportionate balance between housing &               
population. Due to this,the housing cost in cities like San Francisco has skyrocketed. This              
project is targeting to provide affordable housing to employees in tech companies along with              
office spaces for the companies themselves. It is proposed to be an integrated master-planned              
community on the Bay front ,which besides offering unparalleled views of the San Francisco              
skyline and the Bay, will be walkable city with excellent shopping, schools, restaurants,             
beaches, and sense of community. 

 
Picture showing location of Alameda 

 
Key challenges in this project 

● Since Alameda is separated by water, developing new modes of transportation was            
crucial. It is proposed to build tunnels & a new Seaplane Lagoon Ferry Terminal which               
will connect it to downtown San Francisco. 

● Since it was a naval base for about 20 years, lots of chemicals & vessels had been                 
buried/dumped on this land. Hence during excavation, they had to be removed and             
disposed off at a far off location. This was a concern. 



● Since they were coordinating with the city of Alameda, number of approvals had to be               
obtained & stringent regulations were followed for planning infrastructure. 

● The project involves coordination between different builders & developers for developing 
different blocks of the property which is challenging from construction management point 
of view. 

 
Upon buildout, the 68-acre master plan development will bring 800 residential units, including             
200 affordable units, up to 600,000 square feet of commercial space, 15 acres of parks and                
public open space, major utility infrastructure benefiting the entire property, and new            
transportation services and facilities, including a new ferry terminal. The development work also             
includes new water, sewer, electrical and gas lines, newly paved streets with bike and transit               
lanes, as well as eight acres of new parks. 

 
Exploring Alameda Naval Air Station 

 
My experience 
This site was very insightful in terms of understanding what concerns may arise when              
developing an entirely new piece of land cut-off from the mainland. It can be thought to be in the                   
first stage of urban development in this phase. It was also interesting to see how a growing                 
metropolis is dealing with population growth. 



 
 

Day 3 : Oct.15 
Oakland Bay Bridge 

 
Introduction 

The San Francisco–Oakland Bay Bridge, known locally as the Bay Bridge, spans San Francisco              
Bay in California. As part of Interstate 80 and the direct road between San Francisco and                
Oakland, it carries about 260,000 vehicles a day on its two decks. It has one of the longest                  
spans in the United States. 

Fun Fact: San Francisco, at the entrance to the bay, was perfectly placed to prosper during the                 
California Gold Rush. Almost all goods not produced locally arrived by ship. But after the first                
transcontinental railroad was completed in May of 1869, San Francisco was on the wrong side               
of the Bay, separated from the new rail link. The fear of many San Franciscans was that the city                   
would lose its position as the regional center of trade. The concept of a bridge spanning the San                  
Francisco Bay had been considered since the Gold Rush days.  

The toll bridge was conceived as early as the gold rush days, but construction did not begin until                  
1933. Designed by Charles H. Purcell and built by American Bridge Company, it opened on               
November 12, 1936, six months before the Golden Gate Bridge. It originally carried automobile              
traffic on its upper deck, and trucks and commuter trains on the lower, but after the Key System                  
abandoned rail service, the lower deck was converted to all-road traffic as well. 
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(From left): A view of Oakland Bay Bridge & its location (right)  

The bridge has two sections of roughly equal length; the older western section which connects               
downtown San Francisco to Yerba Buena Island, and the newer eastern section connects the              
island to Oakland.  

● The western section is a double suspension bridge with two decks, westbound traffic             
being carried on the upper deck while eastbound is carried on the lower one. 

● The largest span of the original eastern section was a cantilever bridge. During the 1989               
Loma Prieta earthquake, a portion of the eastern section's upper deck collapsed onto the              
lower deck and the bridge was closed for a month. Reconstruction of the eastern section               
of the bridge as a causeway connected to a self-anchored suspension bridge began in              
2002; the new eastern section opened September 2, 2013, at a reported cost of over               
$6.5 billion, a 2,500% cost overrun from the original estimate of $250 million.  

● Unlike the western section and the original eastern section of the bridge, the new              
eastern section is a single deck with the eastbound and westbound lanes on each side               
making it the world's widest bridge, according to Guinness World Records as of 2014.              
Demolition of the old east span was completed on September 8, 2018. 

● The bridge consists of two crossings, east and west of Yerba Buena Island, a natural               
mid-bay outcropping inside San Francisco city limits.  

● The western crossing between Yerba Buena and downtown San Francisco has two            
complete suspension spans connected at a center anchorage.Rincon Hill is the western            
anchorage and touch-down for the San Francisco landing of the bridge connected by             
three shorter truss spans. The eastern crossing, between Yerba Buena Island and            
Oakland, was a cantilever bridge with a double-tower span, five medium truss spans,             
and a 14-section truss causeway. Due to earthquake concerns, the eastern crossing was             
replaced by a new crossing.  
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The western section of the Bay Bridge is currently restricted to motorized freeway traffic.              
Pedestrians, bicycles, and other non-freeway vehicles are not allowed to cross this section. A              
project to add bicycle/pedestrian lanes to the western section has been proposed but is not               
finalized.  

Some of the challenges in this project 

● Yerba Buena Island was a U.S. Navy base at the time, the approval of the U.S.                
Congress, which regulates the armed services and supervises all naval and military            
bases, was necessary for this island to be used 

● The western section of the bridge between San Francisco and Yerba Buena Island             
presented an enormous engineering challenge. The bay was up to 100 feet (30 m) deep               
in places and the soil required new foundation-laying techniques.A single main           
suspension span some 4,100 feet (1.2 km) in length was considered but rejected, as it               
would have required too much fill and reduced wharfage space at San Francisco, had              
less vertical clearance for shipping, and cost more than the design ultimately            
adopted.The solution was to construct a massive concrete anchorage halfway between           
San Francisco and the island, and to build a main suspension span on each side of this                 
central anchorage. 

● Most of the soil in the Bay area is landfill. Hence bedrock is very deep & thus, most                  
structures are on pile foundations. No wonder,much of the original eastern section was             
founded upon treated wood pilings. Because of the very deep mud on the bay bottom it                
was not practical to reach bedrock, although the lower levels of the mud are quite firm.                
Long wooden pilings were crafted from entire old-growth Douglas fir trees, which were             
driven through the soft mud to the firmer bottom layers. 

Yerba Buena Tunnel 

It is a highway tunnel which is the part of San Francisco–Oakland Bay Bridge complex that                
crosses Yerba Buena Island. The Yerba Buena Tunnel carries ten lanes of Interstate 80 (I-80)               
on two decks, connecting the two component spans of the Bay Bridge, the western suspension               
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span and the eastern self-anchored suspension span. At the opening of the Bay Bridge in 1936,                

it was the world's largest-bore tunnel. 

The large amount of material that was excavated in boring the tunnel was used for a portion of                  
the landfill over the shoals lying adjacent to Yerba Buena Island to its north, a project which                 
created the artificial Treasure Island. 

The bridge opened on November 12, 1936. The total cost was US$77 million.  

My experience 

This site gave us the first of its kind experience to walk inside the bridge box girders and to                   
closely see the bridge. We went inside a the girder to find a number of cable trays that support                   
the electrification of the bridge. It was a rare opportunity to see the the how many cables strands                  
is a single bridge cable made of and the point where the seemingly single cable splits up. There                  
are 17,399 cable strands that is grouped into 137 bigger strands. Whoa! See it yourself in the                 
pic below! 

 

(left): View of a single cable splitting into a number of component 
strands & finally getting anchored in the Oakland Bay Bridge 
 
We also went inside one of the towers supporting the suspension           
system & imagined the difficult maintenance work that goes with a           
bridge as massive as this one. We saw huge pier caps. Our guide             
also told us how the cables were laid down in the nearby areas             
during construction & how a single cable wraps a whole bridge           
segment.  
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(clockwise from top): A pretty picture with the Oakland Bridge, our guide explaining the                           
Bridge, an enlarged view of a single cable comprising of numerous strands of cables, one of                               
the suspension towers which we visited, a picture showing the view inside the box girder & a                                 
view of cable trays inside the box (bridge). 
 

CityLift 

Introduction 

Next we headed to CityLift Automated Parking Structure Tour by Suffolk and Trammell Crow              
Residential in Oakland.An automated (car) parking system (APS) utilizes a mechanical system            
to transport cars to and from parking spaces (rather than the driver) in order to eliminate much                 
of the space wasted in a multi-story parking garage. 

Like a multi-story parking garage, an APS provides parking for cars on multiple levels stacked               
vertically to maximize the number of parking spaces while minimizing land usage. These kind of               
reduce the footprint needed for parking and can typically be done at a lower cost per space than                  
conventional parking.  
 
CityLift is headquartered in Oakland, CA and and is focused on solving parking challenges by               
building such kinds of parking structures. 
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(anticlockwise from top): First 3 pictures show how the vehicle is brought into the parking                             
lot, then transported through conveyor belts & then finally lifted and placed at their parking                             
locations, A view of Hive CityLift from outside 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1700 Webster 

Introduction 

 

A picture of 1700 Webster on completion 

This tour was led by TCR Developers & Suffolk Construction.1700 Webster is notable for being               
the first high-rise building to break ground in Oakland since 2008. It is a new 23-story residential                 
tower with 206 apartment units and three levels of above-grade parking.It is one of the projects                
Suffolk is building using its "build smart" approach, which incorporates lean construction            
principles to increase collaboration, productivity and reduce waste.  

The building features a fifth-story elevated plaza deck with fitness center, lounge areas,             
hardscaping, planters and a dog run. The partially enclosed rooftop includes a lounge with a               
kitchen and a pool. The pool is a highlight of the building. The building exterior is a mix of glazed                    
window wall, architectural precast panels and glass and aluminum curtain wall. 

My experience 

This building was in the completion stage so most of the structural elements were covered. But                
still, it was a good experience to see the pool on the roof and the living spaces along with some                    
great views of an impressive structure! 

 
Alexan Webster Low Rise Development Tour 

Introduction 

This project of TCE involved redeveloping a 1.42-acre parking lot into a mixed-use project with               
luxury apartments, retail, parking and art. Their public-private partnership went through four            
years of planning and 15% of units will have affordable housing as part of an agreement with                 
the city of Oakland. The project will offer 5K SF of indoor amenities, including a lap pool and a                   
rooftop deck with an art installation. 



 

 

(clockwise from top): An aerial view of Alexan Webster, the timber beams & columns inside                             
the apartments, the site engineers explaining the markup of the apartments. 
 
My experience 

A challenging project in itself to see timber construction was an interesting watch. The building               
had a fire rating of 1 hour. There were challenges involved like placing plumbing & electrical                
lines in kitchen units. Due to thickness of the wall panels this was difficult & for this reason they                   
had to keep the kitchen sink area in other materials. 

It was a good site from structural engineering & construction management point of view. 



Multidisciplinary Research Center 
 

 
(from left) : The proposed final view of the building, our students at the DPR site 

 

Introduction 

We visited a Multidisciplinary Research center being constructed by DPR Construction. It was a              
new nine-story building which will be operational in 2019.The building is being custom designed              
with an open atmosphere that encourages collaboration and teamwork. It will accommodate            
more than 300 scientists and support research spanning exploratory biology through early            
clinical development. The site will also have a large auditorium to provide space for nearby               
academics, scientists and entrepreneurs to convene and engage in scientific dialogue. 
My experience 

This site was almost in the completion stage. It was interesting to see different stages of                
completion at every level. The floors below 4th were the most complete ones. We could see                
HVAC & piping exposed in the ceiling on one level & covered by false ceiling on the next level. 

SOM Office Visit & Panel 
 

 



 
(from left) : Some Architectural models in SOM’s office 

 

Introduction 

We had an amazing opportunity to visit Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SOM’s) office in downtown               
San Francisco. They are one of the biggest Structural engineering & architectural firms in the               
US. A panel comprising of engineers from reputed structural firms; SOM, KPFF & DCI              
Engineers had been invited. It was a very different discussion in which each one of them told us                  
about the latest technology which they are using in their design process. 

Some of the highlights were incorporation of modular construction in residential           
buildings,topography optimization for coming up with new design & the use of Cross Laminated              
Timber (CLT) gaining momentum in the construction industry. We also had a tour of SOM’s               
office. 

My experience 

I really loved this part as I hadn’t heard about these developments before. It was interesting to                 
see modularization being implemented for faster construction. But there with still challenges            
from structural engineering point of view. It also has huge cost implications for the owner as it                 
involves transportation, lifting & putting in place the modules at correct locations. This means              
designing & planning way is required in advance regarding ordering items, hiring cranes etc. If               
anyone goes wrong there is even a risk of delaying the project by huge margins. 

In addition, we also had a chance to visit SOM’s office. It was a very memorable experience for                  
me to see miniatures of beautiful structures all over the place. 

Alumni Panel 

Introduction 

DPR hosted an Alumni Panel at their San Francisco office. It was a great opportunity to meet                 
Michigan alumni working at reputed firms in the Bay area.  

We also took the tour of the office which is a ‘Net Zero Energy Certified building’. The DPR San                   
Francisco office is the first net zero energy office in the City of San Francisco, and was designed at                   
just $185 per square foot. 



The roof is covered with photovoltaic & solar thermal systems which meets most of their electricity                
and thermal energy requirements. In Fact, most of the times they produce more energy that they                
consume! In addition the office has skylights to reduce the need of turning on lights during daytime.                 
Another interesting watch were the big fans they had used to reduce air-conditioning requirements.              
The breathing ‘green wall’ is another step to creating a more sustainable office space. 

 

 

 

(from top) : Our students with Rocky Moss ( DPR SF Office), Alumni panel, Bruce Dorfman(                               
TCR Developers & Trip Sponsor), Prof. Jerome Lynch, Prof. Carol Menassa & Prof. Jason                           
Mccormick at the DPR office in San Francisco. 



My experience 

The interesting part of the DPR office was that they could make it replicable. They have incorporated                 
similar features in other offices as well & also promote it in the projects they do. The staggering cost                   
benefits they achieved by creating a green office are simply amazing.The project team used a               
Design-Build-Assist delivery method to provide rapid pricing and options while maintaining the            
design goals.  

It was wonderful to meet Michigan alums and learn from their experiences. It was a great networking                 
opportunity as well.  

 

 

A view of Net Zero Energy Office of DPR in SF 
 

Day 4 : Oct.16 
Transbay Terminal 

 
Introduction 
The new Transit Center replaces the former Transbay Terminal in downtown San Francisco with              
a modern transit hub. It is located just south of Mission Street from Second to Beale Streets &                  
is surrounded by some of the most well-known buildings like Salesforce tower, 181 Fremont,              
Millenium Tower & SOM office. The transit center will connect Bay Area counties and the State                
of California through several transportation systems, including AC Transit, BART, Caltrain,           
Greyhound, Muni, WestCAT Lynx, Amtrak, Paratransit and California’s future High Speed Rail            
from San Francisco to Los Angeles/Anaheim. The terminal connects to the Oakland Bay Bridge. 
 



 

An aerial view of Transbay Terminal 

Some of the highlights of the project were: 

● It is the regional transportation hub containing more than one million square feet & will               
serve 11 transportation systems 

● The Transit Center has a 5.4-acre rooftop public park called the ‘City Park’. This              
1,400-foot-long elevated linear park includes activities & amenities like including an           
open-air amphitheater, gardens, trails, open grass areas, children’s play space, as well            
as a restaurant and cafe. 

● The rooftop park is connected to surrounding high-rise buildings like Salesforce tower &             
181 Fremont through pedestrian bridges. 

● It features the Grand Hall, a ground-level floor with an open air main entrance off Mission                
Street between Salesforce Tower and Fremont Street. It has a dramatic Light Column,             
which will allow natural daylight into the Transit Center. Including sustainable design            
features, which will allow the facility to achieve LEED Gold certification. 

● It incorporates the groundbreaking geometrical pattern of Dr. Roger Penrose, the           
eminent British mathematical physicist, in the undulating metal facade. 

 



 
(clockwise from top) : The Light column in the grand hall which acts as a skylight, the                                 
groundbreaking geometrical pattern by Dr.Roger Penrose added in facade pattern of the                       
transbay, attractive lighting in the Light Column,the rooftop ‘City Park’ 
 
Key challenges in this project: 

This was a very challenging project from civil engineering point of view. 
● The construction site of the terminal is very near to San Francisco’s original waterfront,              

an area prone to soil liquefaction during earthquakes. So the soil condition was very              
poor. 

● There was a major challenge in front of designers of this facility back in 2010. By the                 
time the terminal would be in place in 2018, new high-rises like 181 Fremont &               
Salesforce would have populated SF’s skyline. These buildings would connected to the            
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terminal to open up on its rooftop park. So the geotech. & structural engineers not only                
had to design the terminal for seismic conditions but also consider the effect that              
connection to these buildings will have on the overall behaviour of that area in future. 

● Since the terminal was located in the heart of SF surrounded by buildings, construction              
noise was a major concern. To solve this, they had to conduct regular meetings with               
owners of nearby buildings. 
 

The Transit Center opened to the public on August 11, 2018. 

My experience 
Due to such complex nature of design & construction it was worth visiting this site. During the                 
time we visited, there was a crack in one of the steel beams and the issue was being                  
investigated. It is a very beautiful & iconic space for the city of San Francisco. 
 

Gateway of the Pacific 
 

Gateway of Pacific is proposed to be the new landmark of South San Francisco. This tour was                 
lead by the Turner Construction. 
 
On completion, this will be a fully integrated 1.3 million square foot campus with state-of-the-art               
building systems, a first-class amenity center, bay and mountain views and premier office and              
laboratory space. Phase 1 of the campus will consist of 500,000 square feet of office and                
laboratory space and a 50,000 square foot amenity center. The campus will also have a park in                 
the middle of the campus inspired by New York’s Central Park with all modern amenities. 

 



 
(clockwise from top) : View of Gateway of the Pacific on completion, a picture of the site we                                   
captured, our guide on the tour showing the Davit on rooftop & a picture showing the                               
curtain wall panel fixed to concrete slab 
 
My experience 
 
It was a wonderful site from structural engineering point of view. It was a steel building,still                
away from the finishing phase. That was great, since we could see fireproofing, all the steel                
connections, piping, ducting etc. There were 3 very interesting things here: 

● First we went to the roof. Here we saw the Davit (Also seen in 3rd picture away in which                   
our guide is resting her hand on it). Davit is used to hook the hanging arrangement used                 
by window cleaners. I never heard of designing a davit or even that exists before I saw                 
this. 

● They had equipments on the roof. Since they would be visible to anyone seeing the               
building from outside & would give an ugly appearance, they decided to cover it up. For                
this they  provided a steel structure around them which would act as a Screen wall. 

● The heavy curtain walls were supported on concrete slabs using embedded steel plates.  



 

ASCE Officers in front of the ‘Green Wall’ at DPR office, (from right): An Nguyen, Anisha 
Agrawal, Ellen Setiawan, Monicka Chang, Ella Yazbeck, Nick Reisterer, Joshua Riley, Cecile 

Baeze, Linnan Cao 
 

I express my gratitude to everyone involved in making this trip successful. Special thanks to               
Bruce for making this trip possible. I am also thankful to Prof. Jerome Lynch, Ellen Setiawan                
(ASCE President), Prof. Carol Menassa for helping in organizing it, to fellow ASCE officers and               
all the students who made this trip such a huge success. Cheers to this trip and many more to                   
come!!! 
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